A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A UROLOGIST
DR. MICHAEL HOFFMAN ’97

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A CAREER IN MEDICINE?
The Physician Alumni Lecture Series, A Day in the Life, gives students the opportunity to hear from alumni physicians representing a vast array of specialties. A question and answer session will follow the talk.

Dr. Michael Hoffman ’97, will discuss his path from Binghamton, through medical school to his current career as a Urologist.

Dr. Hoffman earned his bachelor’s degree in psychology graduating magna cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa from Harpur College at Binghamton University. Dr. Hoffman graduated with Distinction Independent Research with mentor and psychology faculty member, Dr. Lisa Savage. He was a teaching assistant in multiple classes and a member of the Tau Alpha Upsilon Fraternity.

Dr. Hoffman earned his medical degree from Mount Sinai School of Medicine in 2002. He completed his Urology Residency at Saint Vincent’s Medical Center in Manhattan and New York Medical College in New York and Westchester. Dr. Hoffman has been in private practice the past 8 years. His primary focus is general and Endourology; having performed over 1,300 Ureteroscopies. Dr. Hoffman did locum tenens work in Kauai Hawaii and is currently at UHS in Binghamton. He begins employment at Orange Regional Medical Center in Middletown, NY in February.